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Good morning Sir/Madam, 

 

I am pleased to be be able to submit to you a copy of my submission for the   

Standards and Guidelines for the Health and Welfare of Dogs in WA. 

 

Looking forward to this review taking place and in an equitable fair outcome. 

 

Sincerely  

Heath Westell  

 

 

 

Sent from my iPad 



Perth, Western Australia  

3 r d  June 2019 
 
 
Depar tment  o f  Pr imary  Indust r ies  and  
Reg iona l  Deve lopment  
 
Dog Standards  and Guide l ines  Consu l ta t ion 
An imal  Wel fare  Regu la t ion  

Reference: Standards and Guidelines for the Health and Welfare of Dogs in WA 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

From the outset, may I thank you in advance for reading our letter. 

Having never written to a government department before in the capacity of imploring a 

balanced and fair outlook to our information, we trust that we can convey our significant 

personal interest in this matter. 

I am writing this to you on behalf of many of the Balanced trainers here in Perth that are 

working extremely hard with some of the most difficult behavioural issues seen in dogs, from 

severe human and dog aggression, severe reactivity, fear, anxiety, killing livestock, no recall 

etc. Many of the dogs that our trainers see are at their last chance, where no other 

mainstream training methods have worked and the owners are crying out for help. 

To define a Balanced Trainer – they believe in both Yes and No, reinforcing positive and 

negative. They believe dogs should have Structure, Boundaries and Guidance. 

As with a child, if you are only saying Yes all the time and giving them rewards WITHOUT 

countering their upbringing with boundaries (saying NO), then the bad results will manifest 

themselves. 

At this juncture, it needs to be established that most consistent balanced trainers use 90% 

positive methods, as treating, praising and rewarding a dog are critically important in their 

learning. A big mistake that often accompanies only positive reinforcement is that pet owners 

start thinking they can’t say no to their dogs. This is absolutely not true. If a dog is acting 

inappropriately, you can and should still correct the behavior. What training should 
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encompass is keeping “correction time” and “positive reinforcement” time appropriate. There 

needs to be a balance. That being the case, owners deserve to be able to choose the most 

appropriate training methods and trainer that is working for them and their dog. 

Correction, discipline and boundaries exist in many many facets of our lives, they exist for 

our protection and to ensure a stable balanced society, without anarchy. IT IS EXACTLY 

THE SAME IN THE DOG WORLD. 

Just wholly and solely using positive reinforcement as the basis for training – rewarding 

‘good’ behaviour with food treats and other methods and avoiding/ignoring ‘unwanted’ 

behaviour is insufficient and flawed for resolving many dog issues, however it must be 

mentioned that positive only methods absolutely do work on some of the more basic dog 

issues. 

Why? 

1st Common Case in point:- a dog presents with a high level of human aggression, has a 

bite history and is at the point of being euthanised. This dog does not have any neurological 

issues, but rather has lacked structured routine and corrective human leadership. Is it 

reasonable to conclude that offering this dog a treat from a human is going to succeed in 

quickly rehabilitating its dangerous behaviours? 

2nd Common Case in Point:- a Dog owner living in a rural setting, presents a dog that is 

highly adrenalised that chases everything it sees, birds, sheep, kangaroos etc. With the 

ABSENCE  of correction and boundaries, at what point do you counteract this behaviour with 

a reward? This is a behaviour that MUST be corrected and addressed immediately, the dogs 

life is at great risk because should it be confronted by an extremely agitated kangaroos or it 

goes on to kill a neighbours sheep. 

It is worth asking the question – what if your dog is completely ignoring you, food does not 

work or they are unmotivated by food and your dog is out of control and being bratty not 

wanting to do what you’re asking and there are distractions? What positive only, force free 

training would you apply then? 
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At this point it would be fair to say that embellished inaccuracies and lies have been 

purported towards the balanced dog training community, for example, the belief that the 

Treatment for aggression recommends the owner ‘punishing’ the dog and using abusive 

aversion methods or being aggressive towards the dog as a “training method” which is likely 

to make the dog’s aggressive behaviour worse – is an outright libellous lie. 

 

In the specific matter of implementing the Standards and Guidelines for the Health and 

Welfare of Dogs in WA, we would like to address and reason on the following points tabled 

in the draft; 

https://www.agric.wa.gov.au/sites/gateway/files/Draft%20Standards%20and%20Guidelines%

20for%20the%20Health%20and%20Welfare%20of%20Dogs%20in%20WA.pdf 

They are as follows; 

“S12.2 Prong collars must not be used on a dog." 

Over the years, Prong Collars have been demonised due to how they look and the 

misleading propaganda on social media along with the same repetitious publicised photo 

showing the alleged effects of the Collar. 

The prong collar works on the concept of bio-mimicry in that it mimics an older dog when it 

goes to correct a younger dog with its mouth or when the mother dog picks its pups up in its 

mouth; however the collar’s evenly applied pressure is gentler and more effective on a dog's 

neck than the quick jerk and impact of a choke chain or the steady, relentless pressure of a 

flat collar or muzzling and constant pull of a gentle-leader. The prong collar can be used for a 

wide variety of reasons including teaching your dog to heel, not to pull, not to heed 

distractions while you are walking and not to pick up “dirty” items from the ground. Prong 

collars are also used to control dog-aggressive canines while walking in an area where you 

may encounter others. They are also most helpful on “bull-necked” breeds (breeds with thick 

necks or exceedingly “fatty” necks) and larger dogs with hard-headed temperaments. They 

have often been referred to as “power steering” for your dog. 
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The following video links provide the correct and humane use of Prong Collars. 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=nibaQnS44FE 

https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=85r03U5WPV8 

 

“S13.1 An electronic collar must only be used on a dog in accordance with the generally 

accepted method of use. For the purposes of these Standards, the generally accepted 

method of use includes: 

(a) if a reasonable and documented effort has been made to use other training 

techniques to modify behaviour and these have not been effective; 

 Again, it  would be fair to say that Electronic Remote Training Collars have also been 

demonised incorrectly over the past few years, in particular with their being labeled as 

‘shock’ collars and being inhumane. 

In fact, comments, statements and judgements made against Electronic Remote Training 

Collars manufactured in accordance with ECMA (Electronic Collar Manufacturers 

Association) Technical Requirements – stating that they are ‘shock’ collars is scientifically 

incorrect and are defamatory, inflammatory and are libellous. 

I refer to a Federal Court Case, Orion Pet Products (Innotek) Pty Ltd v Royal Society for the 

Prevention of Cruelty to Animals. 

https://jade.io/article/332481?at.p=index 

“These proceedings arise out of a series of statements made by the respondents concerning 

the applicants’ products.  The applicants claim that these statements were false.  They claim 

that in making them the respondents imputed or represented that the use of their collars was 

cruel, that the collars were instruments of torture, that anyone using them in Victoria would 

be prosecuted and that they were ineffective and inappropriate as devices for training dogs”. 
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“Innotek claimed that this representation was plainly false.  It referred to the definition of 

“shock” in the Macquarie Dictionary as meaning “the physiological effect produced by the 

passage of an electric current through the body”.  It claimed that the impression conveyed by 

Mr Apostolides’ (a Senior RSPCA Inspector) remarks was that electronic dog collars are 

capable of causing a 3,000 volt current to pass through a dog’s body, an impression that was 

entirely misleading”. The evidence was that some brands of electronic dog collars, when 

“bench tested”, could produce an electric current which was capable of being measured at 

3,000 volts.  However, it was claimed that the current produced by bench testing bore no 

correlation to the current produced when such a collar was attached to a dog”. 

In fact, confirmation from Mr.Greg Van Curen from E Collar Technologies, 

https://www.ecollar.com/ states the following: “Our e-collars use a proprietary pulse that is 

wired similar to EMS systems, which are designed to excite the muscles. The cheaper 

systems are more like TENS units with short pulses designed to penetrate into the neck to 

excite the nerves. The difference is the TENS type stimulation feels sharp and our system 

feels more blunt”.  

https://au.compexstore.com/how-does-ems-machine-work states the following; “The principle 

of electrostimulation EMS, correctly reproduces the process involved in a voluntary 

contraction. The stimulator sends an electrical impulse to nerve fibres to excite them. This 

excitation is then transmitted to muscle fibres and results in a mechanical response (= a 

twitch). This is the basic requirement for muscular contraction”. 

“Innotek accepted that, both as a veterinarian, and as President of the RSPCA, Dr Wirth was 

entitled to hold and express the opinion that electronic dog collars were cruel.  However, it 

submitted that in the present case, he had gone far beyond that position.  He had singled out 

the collars, claiming that there their use resulted in particular and severe physical 

consequences to dogs.  In truth, their correct use did not.  Moreover, his statements implied 

that the collars were more “cruel” than other devices used to train dogs.  In truth, they were 

not”. 
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The most frequently used E Collars used by professional experienced ethical dog trainers in 

Western Australia are from E Collar Technologies.  

At this point we would like to pose the following thought provoking questions. 

1. Where are the dogs in WA who have been hurt by a prong collar?  

2. Where are the dogs which have been hurt in WA by an E collar? 

3. If these training tools are so cruel, torturous and aversive, then why haven’t charges 

and prosecutions been brought against the dozens of trainers in Perth that have been 

successfully using these tools to help thousands of dogs? 

 

(b) a veterinarian has examined the health and temperament of the dog and reasonably 

believes that the dog is suitable to wear an electronic collar;" 

Unless the AVA re-writes it’s policies, then this directive for a Veterinarian to believe that the 

dog is suitable to wear an electronic collar; is null and void. 

The current position of the AVA is Policy - Behaviour-modifying collars that use electric shock 

should not be used on animals and should be banned. Behaviour-modifying collars that use 

citronella (or other nontoxic substances) are not recommended. 
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https://www.ava.com.au/policy-advocacy/policies/companion-animals-dog-behaviour/use-of-

behaviour-modifying-collars-on-dogs/ 

Contained in the above document link are several omissions, inaccuracies and untruths. 

1. The AVA refuses to recognise the fundamental foundations of animal training that is 

the 4 quadrants of Operant Conditioning. 

The following link clearly shows the cause and effect if 2 of the 4 quadrants are 

removed or ignored. https://www.caninetraining.com.au/dog-training-methods 

Mark Singer, “Dogs just like humans and every other species on the planet learn from 

consequences. When we are teaching a dog or modifying behaviours, we use the 

principles of operant conditioning. Mother nature utilises all 4 quadrants of operant 

conditioning for all life on the planet. Without all 4 quadrants, no animal could have 

survived. If man could magically remove any one of the 4 quadrants from nature, life 

would instantly fall into chaos, and all life would very quickly cease to exist”. 

 

Comments from the AVA such as the following are neither accurate or truthful, “The 

shocks caused by e-collars “are not only unpleasant but also painful and frightening” 

and cause both short-term and long-term stress. Risks associated with use of 

behaviour-modifying collars that use electric shock include the potential for dogs to 

develop conditions such as learned helplessness, increased anxiety, increased 

aggression, redirected aggression, long-term potentiation (i.e. the problem becomes 

worse) and reduced motivation”. 

 

It would be fair to say that most persons, professional or otherwise that criticise 

training tools have either never held one, seen one or seen them in action with an 

experienced professional that knows how the tools, methods and practice works in 

real world dog training. We would warmly welcome the attendance of either 

yourself or any of your Ministers to a training demonstration with the tools in 

question. 

 

Is there a middle ground? Is there a way to protect and minimise the possibility of 

inexperienced trainer and owner abuse of tools such as the Prong Collars, Pinch 

Collars and E Collars? 
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Is there an alternative solution to dog training tool control other than a total ban? 

We believe that there is. 
 

How? 

1 The Victorian government in consultation with a broad spectrum of experienced Dog 

Trainers put together the Standards and Guidelines as stated in the following link; 

http://agriculture.vic.gov.au/pets/dogs/legal-requirements-for-dog-owners/electronic-

collars/anti-bark-and-remote-training-collars 

• You must only use authorised electronic collars on dogs and cats. In relation to 

dogs, authorised electronic collars mean a 'remote training collar', an 'anti-bark 

collar', or a 'containment collar'. 

• The collar complies with the following specifications: a) the power of the collar 

must not exceed either 15 milliamps root mean square or 100 milliamps single 

pulse with a maximum duration of 3 milliamps per second; and b) the length of 

the stimulation period must be limited by an automatic safety cut-out; and c) the 

collar must provide for variable levels of static stimulation; and 

• The collar contacts have safe, rounded points; and 

• The distance between the collar contact points does not exceed 60 millimetres. 

• The widely used E Collar of choice here in Western Australia is from E Collar 

Technologies and which complies with the above requirements. 

2. Because a remote training collar means an electronic collar that is designed to be 

worn by an animal to assist in modification of the animal's behaviour, then You must 

not put a remote training collar or anti-bark collar on a dog unless you are: 

A veterinary practitioner or a professional experienced ethical dog trainer; or 

Acting under the supervision and written instructions of a veterinary practitioner or a 

professional experienced ethical dog trainer. 

 

How is a Professional Experienced Ethical Dog Trainer defined? 

In working with the Minister and the Department the Minister may approve an 

organisation for a defined period of time if it satisfies the following criteria— 

(a) it is an organisation established for the purpose of representing the interests of 

other dog training organisations as well as individual dog trainers; 

(b) it provides training and education programs relating to dog training to its members; 
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(c) it has prepared and distributed to its members a code of ethics relating to dog 

training that is endorsed by the organisation and is binding on its members. 

Here in Perth, such organisations / groups are functioning for that purpose: 

Ø The Ethical Dog Training Advisory  

Ø The Balanced Canine Group of WA 

In conclusion, it goes without saying that the Government, the Public and all Dog Trainers 

alike share the same goals and objectives; 

• To encourage and promote responsible dog ownership 

• To decrease the number of dogs being euthanised for behavioural issues. 

• To decrease the number of community dog related incidents and attacks. 

• To continue to educate the dog owning public about ethical, positive Balanced 

Training methods and options available to them. 

We would like to thank you in advance for your attention to our submission and trust that 

common sense and an equitable result can be achieved through the finalisation of the 

Standards and Guidelines for the Health and Welfare of Dogs in WA. 

Yours sincerely  

Heath Westell  
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